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Abstract

mation must be tagged in the dialog corpus. Plus, some models
have room for improvement. In the case of the models which
generate a system utterance using a decoder, there is a big disadvantage that generating system utterances cannot be controlled,
which is important in a task-oriented dialog system [9].

To overcome the limitations of conventional pipeline-based
task-oriented dialog systems, an end-to-end approach has been
introduced. To date, many end-to-end task-oriented dialog systems have been proposed and these have shown good performance in various domains. However, those have some limitations such as the need for dialog state annotations. And there
is also room for improvement for those systems. In this paper,
we examine the issues of recent end-to-end task-oriented dialog systems and present a model that can handle these issues.
The proposed model classifies a system utterance template in a
retrieval-based manner and then generates the slot values in the
template through a decoder. Also, we propose an unsupervised
learning based template generation method that allows model
training even in a domain where the templates are not given and
the dialog information is not tagged. Our model obtains new
state-of-the-art results on a restaurant search domain.
Index Terms: spoken dialog systems, task-oriented dialog,
end-to-end model

In this paper, we propose a model that can handle the limitations of the recently proposed end-to-end task-oriented dialog
systems. The proposed model first classifies the system utterance template similar to the retrieval-based model, and then
the slot values of the slot tags in the template are generated
through a decoder. After that, the system utterance is generated by combining the classified template and the generated
slot values. Also, we present a method for generating system
utterance templates from a dialog corpus through unsupervised
learning to enable training a model on corpora that do not provide system utterance templates. Experiments were conducted
in a restaurant search domain, and the results show that our
model achieved higher BLEU and Entity F1 scores than the
other existing models.

1. Introduction

2. Related Work

Task-oriented dialog systems help users to accomplish some
goals using natural language. Conventional task-oriented dialog systems have been built as a pipeline, with modules for natural language understanding, dialog management, and natural
language generation [1, 2]. However, those pipeline-structured
systems were difficult to adapt to the new domain and, in those
systems, the error occurred in the lower module can be propagated to the upper module [3]. To solve these problems, end-toend methods have been proposed.
The end-to-end method was first applied to the chatoriented dialog systems [4, 5, 6]. Based on the success of applying to the chat-oriented dialog systems, the end-to-end approach
has also begun to be studied in task-oriented dialog systems.
At first, recurrent neural network (RNN) or end-to-end memory network (MemN2N) [7] based task-oriented dialog models have been proposed. Then, based on these models, models
which predict system utterances directly from dialog context
and knowledge base (KB) search results have been presented.
Recently, some models utilize not only system utterances, but
also dialog states, dialog act, and so on in the end-to-end training phase. Also, pre-trained language models, such as Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) [8],
have been used in recent end-to-end task-oriented dialog systems.
Among recently proposed end-to-end task-oriented dialog
systems, some systems utilize dialog tagging information, such
as a dialog state. Other systems directly generate a system utterance using a decoder. Those have achieved good performance
in various domains. However, those have some limitations. For
example, to utilize the dialog tagging information, this infor-
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Since an end-to-end approach shows great results in chatoriented dialog systems [4, 5, 6], this approach has also begun to
be applied to the task-oriented dialog systems. When building
end-to-end task-oriented dialog models, an RNN or MemN2N
is mainly used to encode a dialog context.
Eric and Manning [10] framed a task-oriented dialog as
a sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) learning problem and built
long short-term memory (LSTM) based encoder-decoder model
to solve it. Williams et al. [9] introduced a hybrid code network
(HCN), which is a dialog control model that combines RNN
with domain-specific knowledge and system action templates.
Liu and Lane [11] modeled task-oriented dialog as a multi-task
sequence learning problem and implemented the system using
a hierarchical RNN [12, 13].
Bordes et al. [14] suggested a method to encode dialog context using MemN2N and select system utterance. Madotto et
al. [15] extended this method to decode system utterance using
RNN. Raghu et al. [16] and Reddy et al. [17] proposed separate
memories for encoding dialog context and KB search results
when using MemN2N. In addition to these, there are studies on
multiple answers [18], personalization [19], and multi-domain
[20] based on MemN2N.
Recently, some models have been proposed to utilize intermediate dialog outputs, such as dialog state, system action,
instead of using only system utterances [21, 22]. Also, dialog
systems which are based on pre-trained language models have
been presented [23, 21], since those have shown good performance in many natural language processing tasks [8, 24].
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System utterance template

System utterance

there are two choices in the AREA part of town with PRICE price .
one is NAME , which is FOOD food .
and the other is NAME , which is FOOD food .

there are two choices in the south part of town with moderate price .
one is pizza_hut_cherry_hinton , which is italian food .
and the other is restaurant_alimentum , which is modern_european food .

Template
classifier

restaurant_alimentum

pizza_hut_cherry_hinton

Template
encoder

south

[PAD]

italian

modern_european

moderate

[PAD]

Slot
decoder

Slot
decoder

name_sos

pizza_hut_cherry_hinton

...

KB search
results encoder

pizza_hut_cherry_hinton
south italian moderate ...
restaurant_alimentum
south modern_european moderate ...

Dialog context
encoder

area_sos

south

food_sos

italian

price_sos

moderate

i want to find a moderately priced restaurant in the south part of town .
api_call dontcare south moderate
<silence>

Figure 1: The proposed end-to-end task-oriented dialog system through template slot value generation.

3. Proposed Method

3.2.1. Encoding the dialog context and KB search results
The dialog context indicates user and system utterances up to
the current turn and the KB search results are the results of the
system utterance requesting the KB search.
First, the dialog context is encoded through BERT. In
BERT, there is a special token, [CLS], used when pre-train the
model. In our model, we regard the embedding of this token,
d ∈ RdE , as a dialog context encoding, where dE is a hidden
size of BERT. Then, to identify tokens related to the dialog context among the KB search results tokens, k1 , k2 , ..., kNKB ∈
R|VKB | (one-hot representations), where NKB is the maximum
number of KB search results tokens, a query u ∈ RdM is created based on the dialog context embedding h, and then KB
search results tokens are encoded through the MemN2N,

In this section, we analyze the limitations of existing end-to-end
task-oriented dialog systems and present a model and method to
overcome those limitations.
3.1. The Limitations of Existing Dialog Systems
There are two main characteristics of the recently proposed endto-end task-oriented dialog systems. The first is that dialog labels, such as dialog state, are used when train a model. Some
publicly available corpora provide such labels. However, most
real dialog corpora do not have those kinds of information, and
labeling such information requires a lot of human effort. Therefore, ultimately, it would be desirable to develop a model that
can be trained without such tagging information.
The second is that the system utterance is generated in a
word-by-word manner using a decoder. In this class of models,
dialog context and KB search results are encoded, and then system utterance is generated through a decoder in a word-by-word
manner. It has the advantage that any dialog labels are not required. However, since those are a generative model, problems
of the generative model may occur as in chat-oriented dialog.
Furthermore, those cannot control system utterances. Considering that the purpose of a task-oriented dialog system is to provide the user with desired information, it is important to be able
to control the utterances. Plus, generative models have the problems of degenerated behavior and credit assignment over a long
horizon when applying reinforcement learning [25].

u = dMB

mi = MA ki
>

pi = Softmax(u mi )

oi = pi ci

ci = MC ki
X
o=
oi ,

(1)
(2)

i

where MB ∈ RdE ×dM , MA ∈ RdM ×|VKB | , and MC ∈
RdM ×|VKB | are embedding matrices, dM is a dimension of
memory vector, and |VKB | is the size of KB vocabulary.
To extend our model to handle K hop operations, we stack
memory layers and explore two types of weight tying [7].
• Adjacent (Adj)
– The input to layers above: uk+1 = uk + ok .
– The output embedding for one layer is the input
embedding for the one above, i.e. Mk+1
= MkC .
A

3.2. End-to-End Task-oriented Dialog System through
Template Slot Value Generation

• Layer-wise (Layer)
– The input to layers above: uk+1 = Guk + ok ,
where G ∈ RdM ×dM is a linear mapping.
– The input and output embeddings are the same
across different layers, i.e. M1A = M2A = ... =
1
2
K
MK
A and MC = MC = ... = MC .

We designed an end-to-end task-oriented dialog system to overcome the limitations mentioned in 3.1. The proposed model,
shown in Figure 1, first classifies the system utterance template
and then generates the slot values in the template through a decoder. The final system utterance is generated by combining the
template and slot values. We introduce its detailed implementation in the below sections.

The final embedded representation of dialog context and
KB search results is e = uK+1 ∈ RdM .
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- "bedouin is an expensive african restaurant
in the city centre ."
- "la_mimosa is an expensive restaurant
in the city centre that serves mediterranean food ."
- "the phone number for curry_prince is 01223_566388 ."
- "meghna 's phone number is 01223_727410"
- "la_mimosa 's phone number is 01223_362525 .
may i help you with anything else ?"

3.2.2. Classifying the system utterance template
From the dialog context and KB search results embedding e, the
system utterance template is classified through a softmax layer,
psys = Softmax(Wsys e),

* NAME-AREA-FOOD-PRICE
- "NAME is an PRICE FOOD restaurant
in the city AREA ."
- "NAME is an PRICE restaurant
in the city AREA that serves FOOD food ."

step 1

step 3

- "NAME is an PRICE FOOD restaurant
in the city AREA ."
- "NAME is an PRICE restaurant
in the city AREA that serves FOOD food ."
- "the phone number for NAME is PHONE ."
- "NAME 's phone number is PHONE"
- "NAME 's phone number is PHONE .
may i help you with anything else ?"

(3)

where Wsys ∈ RNsys ×dM is a trainable parameter and Nsys is
the number of templates.

step 2

* NAME-PHONE
- "the phone number for NAME is PHONE ."
- "NAME 's phone number is PHONE"
- "NAME 's phone number is PHONE .
may i help you with anything else ?"

- "NAME is an PRICE FOOD restaurant
in the city AREA ."
- "NAME is an PRICE restaurant
in the city AREA that serves FOOD food ."

step 4
- "the phone number for NAME is PHONE ."
- "NAME 's phone number is PHONE"
- "NAME 's phone number is PHONE .
may i help you with anything else ?"

Figure 2: Unsupervised learning based template generation.
Utterances in bold are used as templates.

3.2.3. Decoding the slot values of the slot tags in the template
The slot values in the template will be affected by the classified
template as well as the dialog context and KB search results.
So, when setting the decoder initial state, we include both information sources,
e0
decoder init state

=
=

To generate a token from attention and copy probabilities,
we once again combine with a soft gating mechanism
final
αj,t

pfinal
j,t

e⊕s
(4)
tanh(Winit e0 + binit ), (5)

uj,t
aj,t

=
=
=

x̃j,t

=

D⊕O
tanh(XWX + WH hj,t )> v
Softmax(uj,t )
X
aj,t,i xi

=

Softmax(WA [hj,t ⊕ x̃j,t ])

θ

(11)

=

Softmax(Ohj,t ).

(12)

Most dialog corpora collected by Wizard-of-Oz method have
various forms of utterances. If we delexicalize utterances with
ontology and KB by string matching and use all delexicalized
utterances as templates, the number of templates becomes too
large and it leads to bad performance. Therefore, we propose
the following 4 steps of unsupervised learning based template
generation, which is shown in Figure 2, to obtain compact templates while controlling the number of them.
• 1) Delexicalize utterances with ontology and KB by
string matching
• 2) Group utterances based on the slot tag combination
• 3) Perform clustering on utterances in the same group
• 4) Choose utterance that appears most frequently among
the utterances in the cluster as a template
In step 3, we vectorize utterances through Universal Sentence
Encoder [26] and then apply hierarchical clustering since it
showed the best performance in dialog act clustering [27].
3.4. Advantages of the Proposed Model
There are 4 main advantages of the proposed model.
• 1) Template-based: It can control system utterance.
• 2) BERT-based: It can utilize representations obtained
by BERT and handle unseen and unknown slot values by
using subword vocabulary.
• 3) Implicit dialog state tracking (DST): It performs DST
implicitly by generating slot values. It helps the model
to understand dialog better.
• 4) Learning how to handle KB: It can retrieve related
tokens from the KB without relying on string matching
which cannot capture semantically the same, but different in shape tokens (e.g. “moderately” vs. “moderate”).

KB
|V |
Then, convert them to have |V | dimension, p̃con
,
j,t , p̃j,t ∈ R
and combine with a soft gating mechanism
con-KB
αj,t

=

Sigmoid(wC [hj,t ⊕ d ⊕ oK ])

(13)

pcon-KB
j,t

=

con-KB con
con-KB
αj,t
p̃j,t + (1 − αj,t
)p̃KB
j,t ,

(14)

j=1 t=1

3.3. Unsupervised Learning based Template Generation

where D ∈ RNcon ×dE represents all dialog context tokens vectors of the final layer of BERT, Ncon is the maximum number of
dialog context tokens, O ∈ RNKB ×dM represents all KB search
NKB
(Ncon +NKB )×dE
result tokens vectors ({oK
is a
i }i=1 ), X ∈ R
concatenation of dialog context and KB search results tokens
embeddings, xi ∈ RdE is the ith row of X, and hj,t ∈ RdD
is a decoder hidden state. WX ∈ RdE ×dA , WH ∈ RdA ×dD ,
v ∈ RdA , and WA ∈ R|V |×(dD +dE ) are trainable model parameters, where V is vocabulary. In the tanh() of equation 7,
the result of right-hand side broadcasts to the left-hand side for
addition. For simplicity, we set dE = dM = dD .
For jth slot tag, for each decoding step t, token probabilities
through the copy mechanism are calculated as follows:
Softmax(Dhj,t )

i=1

∗
are ground truth
where θ is a parameter set and Si∗ and yi,j,t
template and slot value token, respectively.

(10)

=

(16)

+ (1 −

The model is trained to minimize the sum of cross-entropy
losses for template and slot value tokens
X
XX
∗
−[log psys (Si∗ ; θ)+
log pfinal
min
j,t (yi,j,t ; θ)], (17)

(9)

pKB
j,t

=

final
αj,t
)pcon-KB
,
j,t

3.2.4. Training the model

(6)
(7)
(8)

pcon
j,t

(15)

final attn
αj,t
pj,t

where wF ∈ R
is a trainable parameter. The slot
value token is generated from pfinal
j,t .

i

pattn
j,t

Sigmoid(wF [hj,t ⊕ d ⊕ oK ])

dD +dE +dM

where s ∈ RNsys is the one-hot vector of template, ⊕ indicates
concatenation, Winit ∈ RdD ×(dM +Nsys ) and binit ∈ RdD are
weight and bias, respectively, and dD is a decoder state size. In
training phase, s is set to ground truth and in inference phase, it
is set to a template which has the highest value of psys .
The slot values appearing in the template are mostly influenced by the dialog context and KB search results. So, when
generating the slot values using a decoder, attention and copy
mechanisms were applied to utilize that information. For jth
slot tag, for each decoding step t, token probabilities through
the attention mechanism are calculated as follows [10]:
X

=

where wC ∈ RdD +dE +dM is a trainable parameter.
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Weight
tying

#
hops
3

Adj
6
3
Layer
6

Metric
BLEU
F1
BLEU
F1
BLEU
F1
BLEU
F1

40
14.8
58.4
14.3
57.3
13.8
57.0
13.7
56.7

48
15.7
58.9
15.3
58.3
15.3
59.1
14.8
57.2

# epochs
56
64
15.8 16.7
60.5 61.6
15.8 16.4
59.8 60.4
16.0 16.0
60.4 60.9
15.2 15.9
59.8 60.8

72
16.4
62.2
16.9
62.1
16.6
61.9
16.0
61.4

Context
KB

80
17.0
62.0
16.3
61.8
16.8
61.6
16.2
61.3

GT
Ours

Context

KB

Table 1: Experimental results according to various settings.
Scores are the average of 5 experiments.

GT
Ours

Model
Attn seq2seq [30]
Ptr-UNK [31]
KVRet [32]
Mem2Seq [15]
MM [17]
Ours

BLEU
7.7
5.1
13.0
14.0
15.9
16.4 ± 0.2

Entity F1
25.3
40.3
36.5
52.4
61.4
62.2 ± 0.4

Context

KB
GT
Ours

Case 1
User: “hello , i am looking for an expensive restaurant that serves australian food .”
“there are no records matching your request for an expensive restaurant serving australian food .
may i help you find a different restaurant ?”
“i ’m sorry , there are no expensive restaurants that serve australian food .
can i help you with something else ?”
Case 2
User: “is there a cheap restaurant serving belgian food ?”
System: “what area are you interested in ?”
User: “i do not care what area it is in .”
System: “there are no cheap belgian restaurants . would you like to change your query ?”
User: “how about a cheap restaurant serving italian food ?”
System: “api call italian dontcare cheap”
User: “<silence>”
[“la margherita”, “west”, “italian”, “cheap”, ...],
[“da vinci pizzeria”, “north”, “italian”, “cheap”, ...],
[“ask”, “centre”, “italian”, “cheap”, ...],
...
“da vinci pizzeria serves italian food in the cheap price range and in the centre of town ,
is there anything else i can help you with ?”
“for which would you like more information , the la margherita , or the da vinci pizzeria .”
Case 3
User: “i am looking for a restaurant that is in the expensive price range and in the south part of town .”
System: “there are results matching your query . would you like mexican , italian , chinese , or indian ?”
User: “let ’s go with italian food .”
System: “api call italian south expensive”
User: “<silence>”
System: “frankie and bennys is an expensive italian eatery in the south part of town .
would you like any additional information about this restaurant ?”
User: “address and phone number”
...
“the address is cambridge leisure park clifton way cherry hinton .
the phone number is 01223 412430 .”
“NAME is located at 01223 412430 and the phone number is 01223 412430 .”

Table 3: Comparison between ground truth (GT) system utterances and utterances generated by the proposed model.

Table 2: Comparision with other models. Scores are the average and standard error of 5 experiments.

In Table 2, we compare our model with other existing models. The results of other models are reported from Reddy et al.
[17]. Our model achieved state-of-the-art results in both scores.

4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset

4.4. The Effect of MemN2N based KB Encoding

We use a restaurant search domain, CamRest [28], to evaluate
our model. It consists of 406, 135, and 135 dialogs for Train,
Dev, and Test set, respectively, and there are 7 slots in total,
including 3 informable slots (area, food, price range). Since the
experimental results on this dataset are different slightly from
paper to paper due to differences in preprocessing, we used a
dataset preprocessed and released by Reddy et al. [17].

To investigate the ability to handle KB search results through
the MemN2N, we removed MemN2N and modified the model
to encode dialog context and KB search results, respectively,
through two different BERT models. In the same setting in Table 2, BLEU and Entity F1 decrease from 16.4 to 13.7 and from
62.2 to 53.6, for each. From this result, it can be seen that independent encoding cannot focus on KB search results related to
the dialog context despite the attention and copy mechanisms.
Therefore when encoding KB search results, it seems essential
to explicitly reflect the dialogue context similar to our model.

4.2. Experimental Settings
We perform mini-batch training with batch size 8 using Adam
optimizer [29]. The initial learning rate was set to 5e-5 and the
number of training epochs was tested up to 80. The maximum
sequence length was set to 64 for both BERT and MemN2N.
The use of subwords has the advantage of being
able to respond to unseen and unknown slot values, but
some words within the domain were over tokenized (e.g.
“don pasquale pizzeria” → [“don”, “ ”, “pas”, “##qual”,
“##e”, “ ”, “pi”, “##zz”, “##eria”]). Such excessive tokenization decreases the number of tokens that can be encoded
and degrades performance since the number of decoding steps
increases. To bypass this problem, we replaced [unusedXX] tokens, which are not used but exist in BERT vocabulary, with
domain words to prevent excessive tokenization while utilizing
the pre-trained BERT.

4.5. Utterances Generated by the Model
Table 3 compares the ground truth system utterances and utterances generated by the proposed model. In Case 1, the model
selected a semantically similar template and decoded the proper
slot values. So, it generated an appropriate system utterance,
even if it is not the same as the ground truth. In Case 2, the
model decoded multiple slot values for one slot tag, NAME.
However, in Case 3, NAME slot fails to be decoded and a slot
value of PHONE slot is decoded in the position of ADDRESS
slot. This seems to be due to all slots sharing one decoder.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a model that can overcome the limitations of the existing end-to-end task-oriented dialog systems.
Also, we present an unsupervised learning based template generation method. Our model achieved state-of-the-art results in
a restaurant search domain and we show that it can generate
appropriate system utterances.

4.3. Results and Analysis
Table 1 shows the experimental results with different types of
weight tyings and the number of hops and training epochs. In
Table 1, BLEU measures the n-gram overlap with the ground
truth system utterance, and Entity F1 is the F1 score of slot
value entities appearing in the utterance [17]. It shows that adjacent weight tying achieved slightly better results than layerwise, and as the number of training epochs increases, performance tends to increase and then converge. Also, the number
of hops didn’t affect the score as the number of epochs is increased. The scores written in bold in Table 1 were the results
that achieved the highest BLEU + Entity F1 in the Dev set.
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